GEOTRANS PAINT
WATERPROOF WALKABLE COATING FOR
GEOTRANS MEMBRANES

T H E W AT E R P R O O F B A R R I E R

Features

• Protects GEOTRANS
membrane and
makes it walkable.
•Higher durability
and resistance
because of its
elasticicity.
•Excellent adhesion
to diﬀerent kinds of
surfaces.
•Excellent aesthetic
finish.
•Matt anti-reflex hues
improve solar
radiation resistance.
•Compatible with
asphalt-based
products.
•Easy application.
•Aqueous-base paint.
Supports diluting
with water.

GEOTRANS paint is an acrylic waterproof coating specially made
to be used over GEOTRANS membrane. Together, they make up a
walkable waterproofing system with a strong mechanical resistance.
GEOTRANS Paint protects the geotextile coating, providing better
abrasion resistance and improving the waterproofing capacity.
GEOTRANS paint turns into an elastic highly resistant waterproof
film, which can efficiently cope with any foot traffic stress.
GEOTRANS paint is highly resistant to sun radiation (matt antireflex hues) and is available in English green, fired brick red, and
chalk white colors.

Where

Over Geotrans membrane.
Over in situ asphalt waterproofing.

Application

Apply on a perfectly clean and dry surface, using a roller or brush.
First, paint the sheet lap joints, over the GEOTRANS membrane.
Then, apply a smooth coating of paint on the whole surface,
including the lap joints. Apply a second coating following the same
procedure. It is recommended to use the product dissolved in water
during the first coating, and use the undiluted product during the
following ones. Always let dry before applying a new coating.

Yield

Minimum recommended yield is 0.5 kg/m2, although it may vary,
depending on use and surface absorption.

Caution
How Supplied
4-Kg Plastic Can
(RIB4/RIV4/RIR4)
20-Kg Plastic Can
(RIB2/RIV2/RIR2)

Do not apply under rainy conditions or when room humidity is
above 80%, since the surface may not dry properly. Dilute only with
water. Do not use solvents. Let dry before applying a new coating.
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